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Q. No. 1.

Critically examine as how dualism impacts on economic Development.

(20)

Q. No. 2.

Income inequalities, poverty and economic growth are inter linked explain it with
reference to inverted “U” Model.

(20)

Q. No. 3.

How the economy of Pakistan can be developed through agriculture sector as
domestic resource development?

(20)

Q. No. 4.

Increasing population is considered the mother of problems, explain as how this
population can be used as a dynamic factor, for the economic development of the
country like Pakistan?

(20)

Q. No. 5.

Critically analyze as how “golden period theory” is justified for the economic
development, also comment as is it, applicable on the economy of Pakistan?

(20)

Q. No. 6.

Sketch a scenario as how cost effectiveness is the key for international trade and
globalization.

(20)

Q. No. 7.

Discuss as how, “Law of Reciprocal Demand” impacts the bargaining of comparative
cost benefits of international trade.

(20)

Q. No. 8.

How FDI is considered multidimensional blessing, as an external financial resource,
comment with special reference to CPEC.

(20)
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